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“You Do You” 



Who Are They? 

Grounded, ambitious and 
career focused 

Positive relationship with 
technology that drives 

innovation and efficiency 

Mobile and media 
native - connected over 

10 hours per day 

40% self identified as 
digital device addicts 

Watch twice as many 
mobile videos than any 

other demographic 

Born 1995 – 2009 
8 to 22 yos 



Largest Generation EVER 

20% Australia 30% Global 



1 in 2 will have a university degree 

Most Educated Generation EVER 



6IRL 



1. Draw the Map 

Start with research and insights for a great foundation 
Clearly define your outcomes and goals 

Aim to build a legacy 
Longevity is the winning game here, not a flash in the pan  



2. Built by students, for students 

Co-create with students 
They know best, take their feedback on board 

Be willing to compromise original plans 
Roll with it 



3. Let’s Play 

Have fun with your customers 
Be where they are having fun. 

Let them experiment and play with your brand 
Don’t take your marketing too seriously! 







4. Better Me, Tomorrow 

How can your brand help support betterment? 
Tap into and understand the success chasers 

Help them achieve something they can’t do on their own 



5. Make It Easy 

A great idea that’s too hard to understand won’t work as well 
Don’t make your activation too hard to participate in 

The easier a brand makes the purchase-decision journey, the 
more likely the purchase. 



6. Dream of Wanderlust 

It’s not escapism.  
Doing something great on top of an already fulfilling life. 

Take students to where they’d rather be  



6IRL 
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